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GRANHISTORIA   
(c) GranHistoria Project 
(c) BANDPRESTO 1995 (c)  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GUIDE  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Please use these cheat codes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Infinite Nel      7E18537F  
                  7E185496  
                  7E185598 
No Encounter      7E091D00  
                  7E091E00  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                About the game 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
An RPG where the story changes by the choices during play. A story which  
unfolds an adventure to help change history in the destiny of Gran Continent  
that the hero ruins. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       Year 805 - Attacked Wedding 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Irai village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, choose a "name" + "yes." Now, go to the left,  
and then go down the steps. There is a scene. Now, go to the right, and go  
into the Shinto Priest's house of Za God which is on the top right side of  
Za Temple of Irai. In the Shinto Priest of Za God's house, go upward, and  
speak to the Shinto Priest of Za God. After that, leave the Shinto Priest  
of Za God's house. Now, go to the lower right, and go into Toll's house  
which is on the right side of the inn. In Toll's house, there is a scene.  
After that, leave Toll's house, and go back to the Shinto Priest of Za God's  
house. In the Shinto Priest of Za God's house, there is a scene. Now, fight  
Thief x2. After defeating Thief x2, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Thief's Forest 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, go around to the southeast, and search the  
yellow flower that's nearby the spring to get the flower of carving. Go  
southwest into the next area. In this area, search the four treasure chests  
that's nearby to get chigentan, 20 nell, 40 nell, 50 nell. Go to the left,  
and there is a scene. Now, fight Thief x3. After defeating Thief x3, there  
is a scene, and the World Record disappears "Attacked Wedding" and "Thief  
Subjugation Order." Go to the left into the Thief's Hideout. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      Year 805 - Railway Attack  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Thief's Hideout 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and "The Railway Attack" and "The Thief Subjugation Order"  
appear. Since Toll already has the flower of carving, go into the middle hut  
on the right into the dining room. In the dining room, go to the upper right,  
and speak to the dish person on duty to give him the flower of carving. Leave  
the dining hall, go into the hut on the top left into Gainastar's room. In  



Gainastar's room, go to the upper right, and speak to Gainastar to get  
permission to go thru the gate. Leave Gainastar's room, and go into the hut  
on the top right into the thief's weapons depot. In the thief's weapons  
depot, go upward, speak to the thief who is nearby the box on the right to  
buy new equipment, and speak to the thief who is nearby the boxes on the  
left to buy recovery items. Leave the thief's weapon depot. Go downward,  
and speak to the thief on the right who is blocking the gate. There is a  
scene. Go back to Gainastar's room. In Gainastar's room, speak to Gainastar  
to give him the news 1-2. Leave Gainastar's room. Go back to the gate, and  
speak to the thief on the right who is blocking the gate. There is a scene.  
Go back to Gainastar's room. In Gainastar's room, speak to Gainastar again  
to give him the news 2-2. Leave Gainastar's room, and go into the hut that's  
on the left side of the gate into the inn. In the inn, go up the ladder into  
the room with beds to rest. Go back to Gainastar's room. In Gainastar's room,  
speak to Gainastar. Leave Gainastar's room, and go into the thief's weapons  
depot. In the thief's weapons depot, speak to the thief who is nearby the  
door to get the equipment of jidoujuu, kawamamori, chigentan. Leave the  
thief's weapons depot, and go back to Gainastar's room. In Gainastar's room,  
speak to Gainastar, and there is a scene. Go thru the gate to leave the  
hideout, and go north to the Mountain Path. Recommend LV7 for Toll. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mountain Path 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Items found inside of the three treasure chests are 100 nell, arm cover, and  
chibantan. Equip Toll with the arm cover. Go all the way around to the upper  
left, speak to Gainastar, and there is a scene. Speak to Mikeene, and choose  
"yes." Now, fight the Royal Capital Knight x3. After defeating the Royal  
Capital Knight x3, Gainastar becomes a friend. Now, fight Sleep Drive. After  
defeating Sleep Drive, there is a scene. Go northeast to the Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      Year 805 - Royal Capital Attack  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and choose "yes" to get Gainastar's advice. Gainastar  
leaves Toll. Go thru the gate into the capital. Make sure to buy new  
equipment at the weapon shop which is on the bottom right side of the gate  
for Toll. Go to the left, and go up the steps. Go to the right, and go into  
the bar which is a long building behind the gun specialty shop & inn, and  
there is a scene. Leave the bar, go all the way to the left, and then go  
upward. There is a scene, and choose "yes" to help Saman. There is a scene.  
In the prison, walk up and down several times, and there is a scene. Choose  
"yes." Go upward, and go thru the door of the royal palace into the waiting  
room. In the waiting room, go upward, and then go to the right into the next  
room. In this room, go to the right, there is a scene, and choose "yes" to  
Zenobia. Now, fight the Royal Capital Knight x2. After defeating the Royal  
Capital Knight x2, try to go up into the next room. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               Year 805 - Great Shinto Priest Kidnapping  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward into the government office. In the government office, there is a  
scene. Go down into the government office. In the government office, go left,  
up, and go thru the opening on the left into Paradock's room. There is a  
scene. Leave that room. Go upward into the royal palace courtyard. In the  
royal palace courtyard, there is a scene. Go to the upper right, and go thru  
the door into the detached palace. In the detached palace, go to the right,  
and speak to Remunu who is nearby the bed. Leave the detached palace, and go  
back to the waiting room. In the waiting room, go down, right, right into  



the barracks. In the barracks, go all the way to the right, and go between  
the two beds to make Toll rest. Mikeene becomes a friend. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                        Year 806 - Sanzacal's Fight  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave the royal palace, and go back into the capital. Go into the inn. At the 
inn, speak to the master who is behind the counter, choose "yes" to rest, and 
then Toll will get the explosion gun (Toll/Mikeene). Equip Mikeene with the  
explosion gun. Leave the capital, and go south of the Royal Capital to Becano 
Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Becano Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment at the general store for the duo. Go to the  
upper right, and go into the inn. At the inn, there is a scene, and Rordi  
becomes a friend. Leave the inn, and there is a scene. Go upward, and go into  
Sanzacal Tunnel.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sanzacal Tunnel 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Items found inside of the treasure chests area 150 nell, chibantan, 120 nell,  
180 nell, leather shoes, 200 nell, 150 nell, chibantan. Equip Mikeene with  
the leather shoes. Go to the lower left, and there is a scene. Go downward  
into the next area. In this area, go to the left, go down nine ladders, and  
there is a scene. Rodi leaves the group, and Mijua becomes a friend. Mijua  
has recovery magic. Now, fight Ge God Statue ﾗ3. After defeating Ge God  
Statue ﾗ3, go up the eight ladders, and try to speak to Rordi. Now, fight  
Rordi and Knight x2. After defeating Rordi and Knight x2, the World Record  
rewrites with "Sanzacal's Fight." The group will automatically warp back  
into Becano Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Becano Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Leave the village, and go back to the Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and Mikeene & Miju leave Toll. Leave the barracks, and go  
back to the government office. In the government office, there is a scene,  
and Mikeene rejoins Toll. Go downward into the waiting room, and the World  
Record rewrites with "East Part Autonomy District Incident."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Year 807 - East Part Autonomy District Incident 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave the capital, and go southeast to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go downward to exit the check point, and go south to Irai Village. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Irai Village 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go to Lu's house which is on the left side of Za Temple of Irai, and there is  
a scene. Leave that house. Go to Toll's house which is on the right side of  
the inn, and there is a scene. Leave the village, and go south to the East  
Part Autonomy District. 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
East Part Autonomy District 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Buy new equipment at the general store for the duo. Go to the north side  
of the district, and go into Zarnya's house which is the middle house. In  
Zarnya's house, there is a scene. Leave that house. Go to the bar which is  
on the left side of Zarnya's house. In the bar, there is a scene. Leave the  
bar. Go back to Zarnya's house, and speak to Zarnya. Leave that house. Go  
back to the bar, and speak to man who is blocking the door to get into the  
bar. In the bar, there is a scene. Now, fight the Mysterious Man and  
Warekidou x2. After defeating the Mysterious Man and Warekidou x2, the  
World Record adds "The Angel's Reckless Driving Event."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Year 807 - The Angel's Reckless Driving Event 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
East Part Autonomy District 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Toll gets the angel's bell. Leave the bar, Mikeene leaves Toll, and Saman  
becomes a friend.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                    Year 807 - Ge God Boycott Movement 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
East Part Autonomy District 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the south side of the district into the port, there is a scene, and  
choose "yes." Speak to the man who is nearby on the left, and choose "yes"  
to get the summon spirit stone (shoureigyoku) for 500 nell. Speak to one of  
the crewmen who is blocking the entrance of Yukumo Ship, and choose "yes" to  
get on board. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yukumo Ship 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the lower right, and go into Rizarra's cabin. In Rizarra's cabin,  
speak to Rizarra, and there is a scene. Try to leave Rizarra's cabin,  
choose "yes," and there is a scene. The World Record rewrites with "Yukumo  
Sinking," and "Ge God Boycott Movement" disappears.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                        Year 807 - Yukumo Sinking 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yukumo Ship 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the north side of the ship, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, there  
is a scene. Now, fight Assassin. After defeating Assassin, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Doluc Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, Saman leaves Toll, and then Toll who has lost the power  
of Ge will learn the power of Za. Make sure to buy new equipment for Toll  
at the general store which is in the upper left side of the village. Leave  
the village by going thru the northeast gate, and go northeast to the forest  
called the Angel's Graveyard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward into the next area. Items found inside of the three treasure chests  
are 300 nell, kanebaritebukuro, katakudaki. Equip Toll with the katakudaki  
and kanebaritebukuro. In this area, go to the right into the next area. In  
this area, go to the upper right into the the next area. In this area, go  
to the upper right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Broken Angel. After  
defeating Broken Angel, the World Record adds "Graveyard Highway Opens to  



Traffic." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               Year 807 - Graveyard Highway Opens to Traffic 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward to exit the graveyard, and go northeast back to the Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the royal palace into the waiting room, and go back into the government  
office. In the government office, there is a scene, and choose "yes." Leave  
the bar, and go back into the government office. In the government office,  
there is a scene, and Shuwanc becomes a friend.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       Year 808 - Engagement Approval    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave the royal palace, and go to Shuwanc's house which is on the right side  
of the inn. In Shuwanc's house, there is a scene. Leave the capital, and go  
northeast to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and go northwest to Garamania. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Garamania 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment at the general store for the duo. Go to the  
north side, and go to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the waiting  
room, there is a scene. Leave the royal palace, and go to the inn. At the  
inn, there is a scene. Leave the inn, and go back to the royal palace into  
the waiting room. In the waiting room, Shuwanc leaves Toll. Go upward into  
the the government office. In the government office, there is a scene, and  
choose "yes." In the secret passage, Donea becomes a friend. Go to the right,  
and try to go upward. There is a scene, and then Donea is turned into a  
monster. Now, fight Tand. After defeating Tand, the World Record adds "Day  
When the Bride Disappeared" and "Protest Against Garamania."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   Year 808 - Day When the Bride Disappeared 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Garamania 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Move Toll all the way to the right, and then leave the capital. Go east back  
to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the right to exit the check point. Go southwest to the Royal Capital,  
and then go southwest of the Royal capital back to the Angel's Graveyard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward into the other area. In this area, go go to the left into the  
other area. In this area, go to the lower left into the other area. In this  
area, go downward to exit the graveyard. Go southwest to Doluc Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Doluc Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Go to the upper left, and go thru the opening into Za temple. In Za temple,  
go thru the door into the temple. In the temple, go upward, and go down  
the stairs to the temple waiting room. In the temple waiting room, go thru  
the door into Za God altar room. In Za God altar room, there is a scene. 
Leave the village, and go to the Angel's Graveyard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back thru the graveyard, and then go northwest to the Check Point that's  
between the mountains. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and then go northeast to Hendarai  
Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hendari Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for Toll at the general store. Leave the  
village, and go west to the New Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for Toll at the general store. Go to the  
north side of the capital, and go to the royal palace into the waiting room.  
There is a scene, and then Donea leaves Toll. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      Year 809 - Donea's Assassination 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go left, left into the separate palace. In the separate palace, go upward,  
and speak to Donea. Leave the separate palace. Go right, up, and speak to  
Paradock who sitting at the long table. Go down, left, left, and there is  
a scene. Now, fight Zenobia. After defeating Zenobia, choose "no," and there  
is a scene. The World Record disappears "Donea's Assassination" and "Zenobia  
Execution."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       Year 810 - First Asashina War 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go right, up, and there is a scene. Go downward, and the World Record adds  
"Asashina King's Assassination." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                    Year 809 - Asashina King's Assassination 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and choose "yes." Leave the capital, and go southeast back  
to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the right to exit the check point, and then go east to the Old Royal  
Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Old Royal Capital                                 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the World Record adds "Ruin of Gran Continent." In  
the prison, move Toll back and forth in front of the three knights who are  
blocking the way, and there is a scene. Now, fight the Royal Capital Knight  



x2. Zenobia joins Toll to fight against the Royal Capital Knight x2. After  
defeating the Royal Capital Knight x2, go up into the underground entrance.  
In the underground entrance, go up into the undergorund. Items found inside  
of the treasure chests are suigentan, 800 nell, chyousuigen, kudougoroshi.  
In the underground, go all the way to the far lower right into the next area.  
In this area, go all the way down, and there is a scene. Now, fight Paradock  
and the Royal Capital Knight x2. After defeating Paradock and the Royal  
Capital Knight x2, there is a scene. Go west back to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and then go north back to the New  
Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the north side of the capital, and go to the royal palace into the  
waiting room. In the waiting room, go left, up into Za God altar room. In  
Za God altar room, there is a scene, and Zenobia leaves Toll. There is a  
scene, and choose "yes." Go down thru the opening into the government office.  
In the government office, go down, left, up into Za God altar room. In Za  
God altar room, there is a scene. The World Record disappears "Ruin of Gran  
Continent," and revives all of the later chronologies. There is a scene. Go  
downward, and speak to Caesar who is on the top right side of the long table.  
The World Record rewrites with "Manamigal Mountain Pass Event" and "Rupture  
of Juzaria Diplomatic Relations."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                    Year 810 - Manamigal Mountain Pass Event 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Toll gets 1000000 nell. Go down, right, right into the battle warehouse. In  
the battle warehouse, speak to the knight on the left, and choose "yes." Go  
upward, speak to Mikeene who is on the left, and choose "yes" to make him  
rejoin Toll. Leave the capital, and go south to Manamigal Mountain Pass which 
is on the west side of the Check Point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Manamigal Mountain Pass 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go all the way down into next area. In this area, there is a scene. Now,  
fight Thief x4. After defeating Thief x4, the World Record disappears  
"Rupture of Juzaria Diplomatic Relations," and adds "Kunon's Disappearance."  
Leave the pass, and go back to the New Royal Capital.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                               
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Leave the royal palace, and Kane will come by to speak to  
Toll. Choose "yes," and the World Record adds "Temple Liberation Orders."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                    Year 812 - The Powerful Clan's Revolt 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Go back to the battle warehouse. In the battle warehouse,  
speak to the knight on the left, and choose "yes." Go upward, speak to  
Mikeene who is on the left, and choose "yes" to make him rejoin Toll. Go  
back to the government office. In the government office, speak to the knight  
who is on the top left side of the long table, and choose "yes" + "no" +  
"yes." Leave the capital, and go back to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Go to the right to exit the check point, and then go southeast of the Old  
Royal Capital to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward to exit the check point, and go southeast to the Mountain which  
is east of the East Part Autonomy District. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mountain 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Items found inside of the treasure chests are karyuu, suigentan, kemono no  
ayumi. Go all the way around to the north side of the mountain, speak to  
Nozuna of Ge God who is blocking the way, and choose "yes" + "no." Now, fight  
Nozuchi of Ge God x3. After defeating Nozuchi of Ge God x3, Toll gets the  
seed. Go back to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward to exit the check point, and go back northwest to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and go back to the New Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                              
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the waiting room, go  
back to the government office. In the government office, there is a scene.  
Leave the capital, and go back to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go thru the opening at the bottom to exit the check point, and then go south  
to the cave called Lubel Gold Mine.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Lubel Gold Mine 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Go to the left, and go down two ladders. Go to the left  
into the next area. In this area, search the two treasure chests for  
gyorintebukuro and toukoushirazu. Equip Toll with gyorintebukuro and  
toukoushirazu. Go back into the other area, and go down the ladder that's  
nearby on the left into the next area. In this area, go down two ladders,  
and there is a scene. Now, fight Powerful Clan and Mysterious Man ﾗ2. After  
defeating Powerful Clan and Mysterious Man ﾗ2, the duo will automatically  
exit the mine. Go back to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and go back to the New Royal Capital.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the waiting room, go  
back to the government office. In the government office, there is a scene,  
and the World Record rewrites with "The Repression of the Revolt," and  
disappears "The Large Bad Harvest Generation."   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   Year 813 The Royal Family Ibski's Return 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the World Record rewrites with "The Annihilation of the  
Western Area." There is a scene, and choose "yes" to make Ibusuki beomes a  
friend. Try to leave the government office, and Water Angel becomes a friend.  
Go back to the battle warehouse. In the battle warehouse, speak to the knight  
on the left, and choose "yes." Go upward, speak to Mikeene who is on the  
left, and choose "yes" to make him rejoin Toll. Leave the capital, and go  
east to Hendarai Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hendarai Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Go to the upper right, and go to bar. In the bar, go to  
the right, and speak to the guest who is on the right side of the table for  
it will mention something about a ship. Leave the bar, and there is a scene. 
Go to the lower right, and go thru the opening into the port. In the port,  
go onto the Epidemic Ship.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Epidemic Ship 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Items found inside of the treasure chests are steel gauntlet, boudankijuu,  
and choukagen. Equip Toll with the steel gauntlet. Go to the north side of  
the ship, and there is a scene. Now, fight Water Angel. After defeating  
Water Angel, fight Water Angel (Ge God). After defeating Water Angel (Ge  
God), there is a scene, and the World Record rewrites with "The Epidemic  
Disappearance," "Manamigal Suppression," and "Asashina Ruin." There is a  
scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hendarai Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and choose "yes." Leave the village, and go back to the  
New Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                    Year 814 - Garamania's Great Cold Wave  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the World Record adds "Irai Temple Liberation." Go back  
to the palace into the waiting room. In the waiting room, go back to the  
government office. In the government office, there is a scene, and the World  
Record adds "Garamania's War." Go back to the battle warehouse. In the battle  
warehouse, speak to the knight on the left, and choose "yes." Go upward,  
speak to Mikeene who is on the left, and choose "yes" to make him rejoin  
Toll. Leave the capital, and go back to the Check Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the right to exit the check point, and then go northeast of the Old  
Royal Capital to the check point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and go northwest to Garamania. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Garamania 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the waiting room, go  
back to the government office. In the government office, there is a scene.  
Leave Garamania, and go back to the check point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the right to exit the check point, and go southwest to the check point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward to exit the check point, and go south back to Irai Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Irai Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the lower right, and go into Toll's house. In Toll's house, there is  
a scene. Leave that house, and there is a scene. Exit the village, and the 
World Record disappears "Garamani's War." Go back to the check point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward to exit the check point, and go northwest back to check point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and go back to the New Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       Year 815 - The Three Diets Story 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
New Royal Capital                                
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Leave the capital, and go south to Manamigal Mountain Pass  
which is on the west side of the Check Point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Manamigal Mountain Pass 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go all the way down into next area. In this area, go to the lower right, and  
go into the next area. In this area, go downward into the check point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward to exit the check point, and go south to Manamigal. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Manamigal 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the World Record adds "Doluc Temple Liberation." Go  
to the general store which is nearby on the right. Make sure to buy new  
equipment for Toll. In the general store, go upward, and speak to Saman.  
Choose "yes," and there is a scene. Choose "yes." Leave the store. Go upward,  
and go to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the waiting room, There  
is a scene. Go back to the general store, and there is a scene. Leave the  
store, and go back to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the waiting  
room, go up, left into the next area. In this area, go up, right into the  
inner palace. In the inner palace, go to the north side of the room, and  
speak to Kaaria who is the third knight counting left to right. Go up into  
the king's room. In the king's room, go upward, and go thru the door. There  
is a scene. Now, fight Manamigal Knight ﾗ5. After defeating Manamigal Knight  
ﾗ5, there is a scene, and choose "yes" twice. There is a scene. Try to the  
leave Manamigal, and there is a scene. The World History rewrites with  
"Garamania's Great Earthquake," and adds "Garamania's Army Withdrawal." Leave  
Manamigal, and go back to the check point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       Year 816 - Garamani's War 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Go upward into Manamigal Mountain Pass. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Manamigal Mountain Pass 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Leave the pass, and go back to the New Royal Capital.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
New Royal Capital  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go back to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the waiting room, go  
back to the government office. In the government office, there is a scene,  
and choose "yes." The World History adds "Caesar's Revolt," and "Caesar  
Execution." Go back into the waiting room. In the waiting room, go back into  
the government office, and there is a scene. Now, fight Kane and Black Child  
x3. Toll will lose the fight against Kane and Black Child x3. There is a  
scene, and choose "yes." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Doluc Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the World Record adds "Defeat the Three Countries  
Army," "Asashina Empire Founding," and "Tyranny of Asashina Empire." Since  
the hero's name that was chosen at the beginning of the game cannot be used,  
choose a different name. In Rizarra's house, go downward and the World Record  
rewrites with "Great Shinto Priest Assassination." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
              Year 817 - Great Shinto Priest's Assassination  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Doluc Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave Rizarra's house. Go the upper left, and go thru the opening into Za  
temple. Leave the temple, and go to the inn. Leave the inn, and go back to  
Za temple. There is a scene. Now, fight Assassin. After defeating Assassin,  
there is a scene, and the World Record which is taken cannot be used. Go down  
into the temple waiting room. In the temple waiting room, there is a scene.  
In Rizarra's house, there is a scene, choose "yes," and Mikeene rejoins Toll.  
Leave Rizarra's house. Go to the upper right to exit the village, and go back  
to the Angel's Graveyard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back thru the graveyard, and then go northwest to the Check Point that's  
between the mountains. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and then go to Manamigal Mountain  
Pass which is on the west side of the Check Point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Manamigal Mountain Pass 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go all the way down into next area. In this area, go to the lower right, and  
go into the next area. In this area, go downward into the check point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward to exit the check point, and go all the way south to the Check  
Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward to exit the check point, and go southwest to Juzaria. 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Juzaria 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for the duo at the general store. Go upward,  
and go to the royal palace into the arrogation room. In the arrogation room,  
there is a scene. Go thru the opening on the right into the subject's room,  
and there is a scene. Leave the capital, and go north to Keminu Village. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Keminu Village 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Make sure to buy new equipment for the duo at the general store. Go to the  
north side of the village into Ge Mountain. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Ge Mountain 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Items found inside of the treasure chests are 1500 nell and 2200 nell. Go to  
the upper right into the next area. Item found inside of the treasure chest  
is 1800 nell. In this area, go all the way to the right into the next area.  
Item found inside of the treasure chest is mihomura. Equip Toll with the  
mihoumura. In this area, go to the upper left into the next area. Items found  
inside of the treasure chest are 2000 nell, kagentan, senmetsu. Equip Mikeene  
with the senmetsu. In this area, go left thru the rocks (hidden passage), and  
go left into the next area. Items found inside of the treasure chest are  
choukagen, touketsuhou, hito no ayumi, 2500 nell. In this area, go around to  
the upper right into the next area. In this area, go to the right, and there  
is a scene. Now, fight Dragon of Ge God. After defeating Dragon of Ge God,  
Toll gets the summon spirit stone (shoureigyoku). 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Doluc Village 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
There is a scene, and Rizarra becomes a friend. Leave the house. Go to the  
lower right, and go into Rizarra's house. In Rizarra's house, there is a  
scene. Choose "yes" one person amongst Zenobia (front room) or Fal (back  
room) or Mijua (back room) to join the group. I choose "yes" to Zenobia.  
Leave the village, and go back to the Angel's Graveyard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back thru the graveyard, and then go northwest to the Check Point that's  
between the mountains. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
              Year 818 - The Revival of Ge's Religious Faith  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left to exit the check point, and then go to Manamigal Mountain  
Pass which is on the west side of the Check Point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Manamigal Mountain Pass 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go all the way down into next area. In this area, go to the lower right, and  
go into the next area. In this area, go downward into the check point.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward to exit the check point, and go all the way south to the Check  
Point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Go downward to exit the check point, and go northeast to the forest called  
Green Sea.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Green Sea 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Items found inside of the treasure chests are ougonkote and seion. Equip Toll  
with the ougonkote and seion. Go to the lower right into the next area. In  
this area, go to the upper right into the next area. In this area, go to the  
upper left into the next area. In this area, go to the lower left into the  
next area. In this area, go to the left, and there is a temple liberation. Go  
thru the opening that's nearby into Za God altar room. In Za God altar room,  
there is a scene. Now, fight Kane and Black Child ﾗ2. After defeating Kane  
and Black Child ﾗ2, Rizarra leaves the group, and there is a scene. Go back  
to the check point. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check Point 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go upward to exit the check point, and go all the way north to the check  
point. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Check Point 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go upward into Manamigal Mountain Pass.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Manamigal Mountain Pass 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Leave the pass, and go back to the check point which is nearby on the east  
side.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Check Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the right to exit the check point, and go south to the Angel's  
Graveyard.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back thru the graveyard, and then go southwest to Doluc Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Doluc Village 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go to the lower right, and go back to Rizarra's house. In Rizarra's house,  
there is a scene. Leave the village, and go back to Angel's Graveyard.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Angel's Graveyard 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go back thru the graveyard, and then go west to the Mountain Path. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Mountain Path 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go to the upper right into the other area. In this area, go to the right into  
the other area. In this area, go around to the lower right to exit the path,  
and go south to the Thief's Hideout.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Thief's Hideout 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and Toll who has gain the powers of Ge God's King can now  
use both the magic of Za and Ge.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   Year 819 - The Petition Incident 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Thief's Hideout 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gainastar rejoins the group. Go northeast back to the Old Royal Capital. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Old Royal Capital 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
There is a scene. Go thru the gate into the capital. In the capital, go to  
the upper left, and go to the royal palace into the waiting room. In the  
waiting room, go all the way up into the royal palace courtyard. In the royal  
palace courtyard, go upward, and go thru the door into the Sky Ship. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Sky Ship 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Items found inside of the treasure chests in the ship are 3000 nell, 3500  
nell, 3600 nell, fuugentan, 3200 nell, 3700 nell, 4000 nell, fuugentan,  
choufuugen, 42000 nell, 3800 nell, 4300 nell, 3800 nell, 4000 nell, 4600  
nell, 4800 nell, 5000 nell, and darkness (Mikeene). Go thru the opening on  
the left into the next area. In this area, go to the lower left, and go thru  
the opening into the next area. In this area, go to the lower left, and go  
thru the opening into the next area. In this area, go around to the center,  
and go thru the opening into the next area. In this area, go upward, and go  
thru the door on the left into the next area. In this area, go to the far  
lower right, and go thru the door into the next area. In this area, go to  
the lower left, and go thru the door into the next area. In this area, go  
upward, and go thru the opening into the next area. In this area, there is  
a scene.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Sky Country 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Make sure to buy new equipment for the group. Go to the upper right into the  
next area. Go upward, and there is a scene. Toll gets back the World Record  
who rewrites with "The Great Shinto Priest's Visit," adds "Green Sea Temple  
Liberation," "Falling Ship Goes to the Sky," and rewrites with "Ma God's  
Visit," "Ma God's Revival Declaration." Go down back into the other area, go  
to the left, choose "yes," and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Thief's Forest 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go to the right into the other area. In this area, go to the bottom left  
into the other area. In this area, go all the way to the left into the other  
area. In this area, go to the left into the Thief's Hideout. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Thief's Hideout 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go to the left, and there is a scene. Then, Toll will transform temporarily  
into a dragon to fly across the sea of flames to Nikura Town. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Nikura Town 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Make sure to buy new equipment for the group. Go to the right into the next  
area. In this area, go to the right, speak to elder (middle person), go to  
the left, and there is a scene. Go back into the other area. In this area, 
go upward into Oniko's altar. In Oniko's altar, go upward into Oniko's Cave. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Oniko's Cave 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward, and go down the stairs to B1. Items found inside of the treasure  
chests on B1 are 6000 nell, choutengen, fuugentan, and fubuki (Gainastar).  
On B1, go to the lower left, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2, go to the  
right, and go down the stairs to B3. Items found inside of the treasure  



chests on B3 are 8000 nell and kyouten. On B3, go to the bottom side, and go  
down the stairs to B4. On B4, try to go around the top side, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Kane. After defeating Kane, Toll gets Oniko (a sword), and  
there is a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nikura Town 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
There is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Old Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the World Record adds "Manamigal Suppression,"  
disappears "Ma God's Visit," "Ma God's Revival Declaration," "East Part  
Autonomy District Suppression," rewrites with "Garamania Suppression," and  
adds "Sky Country Crash," "Nikura's Annihilation," "Deceitful Star Motive,"  
and "Resistance of Doluc."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   Year 825 - Ruin of Gran Continent  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Old Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Equip Toll with the oniko. Go southwest to back to the  
Angel's Graveyard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back thru the graveyard, and then go southwest to Doluc Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Doluc Village 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go to the lower right, and go back to Rizarra's house. In Rizarra's house,  
there is a scene. Leave the village, and go back to Angel's Graveyard.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angel's Graveyard 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Go back thru the graveyard, and then go back to the Old Royal Capital. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Old Royal Capital 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go thru the gate into the capital, and go to the royal palace into the  
waiting room. In the waiting room, go all the way up into the royal palace  
courtyard. In the royal palace courtyard, go to the right into the prison.  
In the prison, go upward into the underground entrance. In the underground  
entrance, go upward into the underground. In the underground, go all the way  
to the lower left by climbing down ladders, and there is a scene. Now, fight  
Rizarra. After defeating Rizarra, there is a scene. Go downward into the  
royal capital underground. In the royal capital underground, go all the way  
down, and go thru the hole into the underground ruins. In the underground  
ruins, go around to the lower left, and go down the ladder to B1. On B1, go  
around to the upper left, and go down the ladder on the left to B2. Items  
found inside of the treasure chests on B2 are senritsu and genei. Equip  
Toll with the senritsu and genei. If the group walks on the lava, they will  
get damage. On B2, go around to the lower left, and go down the ladder to  
B3. On B3, go around to the left side, and go down the ladder to B4. Items  
found inside of the treasure chests on B4 are the kyoui (Toll), genshi  
(Mikeene/Zenobia), and hissatsu (Gainastar). On B4, go around to the upper  
right, and go down the ladder to B5. On B5, go to the upper left, and go down  
the ladder to B6. On B6, go downward, and speak to Kane who is blocking the  
door. Now, fight Kane. After defeating Kane, go thru the door into control  
room 1. In control room 1, go downward, and there is a scene. Now, fight Ma  



God. In battle, move the UP key onto Ma God's face. When Ma God's face turns  
red or discolor, it will summons the Deceitful Star x3. Move the DOWN key  
onto the Deceitful Star. First, destroy the Deceitful Star x3, and then Ma  
God. After defeating Ma God, there is a scene. In control room 2, there are  
two switches at the back of the room. There is a switch on the left, and a  
switch on the right. The content of the ending will change depending on which  
switch you chose to insert the oniko.  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE END 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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